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Dear Friends and Neighbors:
Elsewhere in this newsletter some of Brooksville’s college students will speak to you in their own voices. However, I would first
like to call to mind the trying circumstances under which they have labored to pursue an education and to launch their budding
careers.
We are all too aware of the profound disruption Covid-19 has wrought on our society and economy, which likely will not abate
anytime soon. The world of education has not been immune -- as schools open only to close, switch to remote classes or hybrid
instructional models, and improvise other protective practices for faculty, staff, and students. Adding to this challenging environment is the uncertain job market our students face upon graduation.
Yet, with considerable courage and determination, our students soldier on. None have given up. This alone should earn them
our respect and encouragement. After all, they and their generation are collectively preparing to shape the future of our country.
An investment in their future is an investment in our own.
This simple but profound social contract has been, to our country’s immeasurable benefit, at the heart of public support for
education since our earliest days. However, since the 1980’s, public support for education, especially higher education, has dwindled, shifting more of the financial burden to students, usually in the form of student loans. At the same time higher levels of
education are required for an increasing number of jobs in our increasingly technological and complex economy.
As a consequence, a generation of younger college graduates staggers under a mountain of debt standing at $1.6 trillion and
growing. Meanwhile, inflation adjusted wages have barely budged over the past three decades. In short, higher job requirements
have not universally yielded higher incomes.
Demographic data strongly suggest that due to combined stresses of high debt and limited earning capacity, the current generation of young college graduates, while perhaps gainfully employed, is struggling to engage fully in our economy -- deferring such
normal pursuits of young adulthood as living independently, starting families, owning a car or a house, or starting a business.
There is some evidence that this generation is also experiencing unusually high levels of anxiety, depression, and despair. None
of these are good omens for their future or ours.
Would that we could change this picture at a stroke. Of course, we can’t. However, we can do something in our own backyard,
as we have in Brooksville. Through the generous support of our community, the capacity of BEF to help local college students
defray the expense of gaining a higher education has grown over two decades. We hope you will join us this year to enable the
Foundation to further increase the level of moral and financial support we offer Brooksville students pursuing post-secondary
education in the professions or trades.
To encourage you to consider starting or increasing support of the Foundation this year, two of our donors have generously
offered to match new or increased contributions up to an amount of $30,000. We hope you will take advantage of this opportunity to the extent you are able and join our efforts or increase your level of support from previous years.
We thank you for your consideration and extend best wishes for your wellbeing in the coming year.

Michael McMillen, Chairman
On behalf of the Trustees:
Barbara Blake-Chapman, Robert Brown, Jr., Sarah Cox, Cammie Fowler, David Ludlow, Tonyia Peasley, Darene Powell,
Yvonne Redman, Kate Solter, Verena Stoll

SPOTLIGHT:
This year we hear about the educational experiences of four accomplished young women all of whom started life in Brooksville and who are now pursuing
diverse careers in different parts of the country. Two are recent graduates and two will graduate this year. We at the Foundation are honored to have been
able to help them in some small way and think you will share this feeling when you read the letters they have written to us over the past few months about
their recent pursuits.

Dear Brooksville Education Foundation,
Thank you for awarding me a scholarship for my final semester of graduate school (and maybe
school—ever!). I so appreciate your support over the last 5 years of my college career. I feel
very honored to have received my scholarship in Michael McMillen Jr’s memory.
Sometimes I still can’t believe that I’m no longer attending Brooksville Elementary School, let
alone about to graduate with my master’s degree in Occupational Therapy. I will be graduating in December and after that will need to study and sit for my national board exam to
become a registered OT which is required in order to be a practicing occupational therapist.

ABBY ANDREWS

In July I finished my online full-time classes and began my part-time internship that will continue through December along with one online class. My internship is at a low-intensity residential treatment facility in Dover, NH for individuals in substance use recovery. I run six OT
groups throughout the week with one of my classmates and support from one of my professors
from UNH. The topics are Healthy Living, Creative Self-Expression, Healthy Movement,
Healthy Eating, Path to Work, and Healthy Leisure. Each week we provide education and do
an activity related to the topic of the overall group while addressing a more refined area (for
example in the Healthy Living we run groups on sleep, budgeting, time use, etc.). The clients
there are so receptive to the groups we provide, and it has been a wonderful experience thus
far. Getting to work with the clients to reshape the tasks and activities they do daily from those
based around obtaining and using a substance to healthy, meaningful experiences has been
very rewarding. Our groups also give the clients an opportunity to engage in activities which
are a nice complement to the psychotherapy talk-based groups they also attend. I’m so grateful to have this experience as it is a practice area that is not as common for occupational
therapists while also being a personal interest of mine.
Thank you again for your support and allowing me to carry on Michael’s memory through
my schooling and practice.
Best,
Abby Andrews

To the Brooksville Education Foundation,
On May 1 5th 2020, I graduated summa cum laude from the George Washington University
with a B.A. in International Affairs, a concentration in Conflict Resolution, and a minor in
French Language, Literature, and Culture. As a newly minted alumni of GW’s Elliott School
of International Affairs, I am writing to personally thank the Foundation for providing me with
such a generous scholarship throughout my four years of study in Washington DC. Thanks to
the Foundation, I was able to succeed academically, taking full advantage of ’ GW’s resources
and facilities at the heart of the nation’s capital.
Despite the social and economic hardships we are currently facing nationwide, I have been
lucky enough to receive a job offer directly after my graduation. Starting in early July, I will be
working as a Project Associate for Connexus Corporation, a small woman-owned company
located in Alexandria, Virginia. Connexus is an International Development consulting firm
that designs sustainable, market-based development strategies to expand local agricultural
capacities in developing countries and connect them with global markets. I am extremely fortunate to have the opportunity to start my professional career in International Development,
and I’m looking forward to gaining valuable experience at a successful company.

ANNA LUDLOW

Again, I am very grateful for the valuable financial help that the Foundation has provided to
me and so many others. Thank you.
Sincerely,
Anna Ludlow

Dear Scholarship Committee:
My junior year at the University of Maine Orono has been busy. I have now taken the densest
course load of my college career this past academic year. Civil Engineering has proved to be a
challenging major, but all my hard work will pay off. Last semester I took Introduction to
Environmental Engineering, Structural Analysis, Hydraulics, Public Speaking, and Technical
Communication for Engineering.
The course load I took this fall, is the most challenging semester in the Civil Engineering curriculum. I am going to be retaking Introduction to Environmental Engineering and Structural
Analysis in the fall of 2020. The spring semester went much better for me. I took Statistics for
Engineers, Dynamics, Urban Transportation Planning, Soil Mechanics, and Rock’n Roll & 20th
Century Music. I am excited to begin my fourth year at the University of Maine in the fall.
As the committee may recall, last summer I interned as a Project Manager at the Department
of Environmental Protection in Augusta. I worked in the Uncontrolled Sites Program in the
Landfill Closure and Remediation Program. I travelled all over the state conducting closed
landfill inspections. I also was assigned my own project at the Biddeford Landfill. I coordinated
a water testing day at the 19-acre site, with the EPA. This internship was very fulfilling. It was
interesting to see the regulatory side of engineering.
HANNAH PEASLEY

This summer, I was offered an internship at Cianbro as a Project Manager. I was looking forward to working for Cianbro this summer, but unfortunately due to COVID-19 I had to decline
their offer. I am hoping that next summer I may be able to work for them.
This fall I begin working on my capstone. It is crazy how fast my college career has flown by. I
am excited to begin my senior year at the University of Maine Orono and receive my B.S. of
Civil Engineering in the Spring 2021.
Thank you very much for considering my renewal of the Brooksville Education Foundation
Scholarships. It has been very helpful to have been a recipient of these awards the past three
school years. I appreciate your thoughtful generosity.
Sincerely,
Hannah Peasley

To the Brooksville Education Foundation,
I would first like to thank you for your continued support of my higher education at Pomona
College. The support from home has meant so much to me and made a double major and minor
possible. At Pomona College I have been able to find my true interests in the spirit of liberal arts
education. In this past year I have continued to engage with the community of Los Angeles. In
addition to getting the chance to participate in the classes, Building Los Angeles and
Environmental Science, I was able to work closely in the city and communities surrounding. As
the country begins to reimagine our structure I hope that this information, as well as my previous
studies, will guide me. For my philosophy major I have been working closely with Professor
Tannenbaum to develop a coordinated thesis with my Environmental Analysis major exploring
the contrast of environmentalism and conservativism in rural agricultural and aqua cultural
communities. I have also been working on an art minor. For the past year I have also taught a
parenting and life skills class for young moms at the nearby shelter. This class has been phenomenal and I have been so blessed to be involved with such inspiring young mothers on their
journeys to better their lives.

EMMA WEED

This summer’s plans are a little more complicated than previously imagined. I had received a
$15,000 research grant for conservation and aquaculture in communities in Singapore, however,
due to the pandemic this experience was cancelled. Despite this I hope to focus my research
efforts on changing the conservative conversation around environmentalism, especially in rural
communities like ours that are so reliant on our beautiful planet. After school was let out for the
year I was hit by a car as a pedestrian and am therefore more limited on my workload due to
both the COVID-19 pandemic and my healing concussion and leg. Despite this I will be working
with two of my professors to establish learning materials aimed at conservative fishing communities to try to understand feasible environmental integration and what that looks like from
within a community. I will also be doing remote work for the parenting and life skills class.
I am so very grateful for the support of The Foundation in pursuit of my higher education. I
wish you all the best in health and wealth during this unprecedented time.
Thank you again and most sincerely,
Emma Weed

RECENT GRADUATES:

We congratulate the following students who have recently completed degrees:
Aidan Byrne – Wentworth Institute, BS Mechanical Engineering
Alex Drenga – University of Idaho, MS Natural Resource Management
Nikki Jaffray – University of Maine, BS Nursing
Anna Ludlow – George Washington University, BA International Affairs
John Ludlow – Washington & Lee University School of Law, JD Degree
Rowan Waring – Rochester Institute of Technology, BS Computing and Information Science:
Sage Shaheen – Mt. Allison University, BA International Relations

And two students who will be completing degrees or certificates in December 2020:
Abby Andrews – University of New Hampshire, MS Occupational Therapy:
Will Ludlow – Northeastern University, MS Data Analytics

NEW SCHOLARSHIPS
SCHOLARSHIP GRANTS FOR
2020-2021 ACADEMIC YEAR:
We wish our students the best of luck
in school this year. We are proud of all
of them for their ambition, vision, and
plain hard work. We hope they have
many experiences that prove useful in
their lives and uplifting to their spirits.

JOSEPH CIAMPA

SARA CLIFFORD

BOSTON COLLEGE, Math

MAINE EDUCATION CONSORTIUM

LARS HOOPER

MARGRETHE HOOPER

HUSSON UNIVERSITY, Psychology

UNIVERSITY OF MAINE AUGUSTA, Business

Maine lower elementary teacher certification

HOPE OSBORN
BEAL COLLEGE, Nursing

SCHOLARSHIP RENEWALS
NAME

UNIVERSITY/COLLEGE

MAJOR

Hannah Ackerman

Connecticut College

Education

Abby Andrews

University of New Hampshire

Masters -

Elana Bakeman

University of New Hampshire

Occupational Therapy

Silas Bates

University of Maine, Orono

Pre-med

Francesca Ciampa

University of Pennsylvania

Mechanical Engineering

Emma Crosby

University of Maine, Augusta

Junior

Lillian Gray

Curry College

Mental Health

William Ludlow

Northeastern University

Business

Zephyr Martin

Drexel University

Masters - Data Analytics

Hunter Morris

University of Maine, Machias

Architecture

Hannah Peasley

University of Maine, Orono

Environmental Studies

Ethan Snow

Husson University

Civil Engineering

Mackenzie Tapley

Maine Maritime Academy

Sports Journalism

Jasmine Thomas

University of Maine, Machias

Marine Biology

Emma Weed

Pomona College

Business

Libby Weed

Simmons University

Environmental Analysis

Seth Welch

Eastern Maine Community College

Psychology

Scholarships this year average $2,500 each, unless noted otherwise.
The majority have been awarded from the Maryann Snow Bates Scholarship Fund.
The following students have been awarded scholarships from:
Phyllis Ames Cox Scholarship Fund: Joseph Ciampa, Silas Bates, Francesca Ciampa, William Ludlow, Zephyr Martin,
Hannah Peasley, Mackenzie Tapley, Emma Weed
Faye Austin Cosentino Scholarship Fund: Hope Osborn
Isabel Grindle Condon Scholarship Fund: Sara Clifford, Hanna Ackerman
Edwin & Evelyn Dyer Family Memorial Fund: Seth Welch
Michael McMillen, Jr. Memorial Scholarship Fund: Abby Andrews
First Generation Fund, (supplemented by donations from Our Lady of the Evergreen Chapel):
Margrethe Hooper, Emma Crosby, Hannah Peasley, Ethan Snow, Mackenzie Tapley, Jasmine Thomas,
and Seth Welch, will receive additional $1,000 scholarships as first-generation college students.

COLLEGE STUDENTS VISIT
BROOKSVILLE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
Tonyia Peasley

In January 2020, while home on winter break from school,
Brooksville college students Silas Bates (UMO Mechanical /
Marine and Ocean Engineering), Hannah Peasley (UMO Civil /
Environmental Engineering) and Ethan Snow (Husson / Mass
Communications and Sports Journalism) visited with students at
the Brooksville Elementary School.
Sitting down with the seventh and eighth graders, the group talked
with them about their college experiences. The conversation was
wide-ranging and quickly fell into a fun and informative discussion, prompted by questions from the BES students. Silas,
Hannah, and Ethan shared personal stories and insights on topics
such as which high school classes helped most in preparation for
college, how they applied for scholarships, what college life is like,
and if their first day of college was scary (yes, it was!).
Hannah stressed how important it had been for her to step outside
her “comfort zone” and learn from the wide range of new experiences that college offered. Echoing her, Silas said that coming from
a small town an important part of his college experience had been
meeting new people who were more diverse, friendly, and interesting than he had ever imagined possible.
Thank you, Silas, Hannah, and Ethan for taking time to visit with
the students at BES – and thank you to Hannah for organizing this
event! This was a wonderful opportunity for BES students to hear
from local college students, as they start to look toward high school
and their own futures.
Plans are to hold another conversation such as this during the 2021
winter break. If you are a college student and interested in participating in this panel discussion, we’d love to hear from you! Please
contact Mike McMillen, President of the Brooksville Education
Foundation at info@brooksvilleeducationfoundation.org.

FINANCIAL AID:
A TRAIL OF CRUMBS

By Caitlin Powell (BEF alumna)
In another instance of current or former BEF scholarship
recipients giving back to the cause of education in Brooksville,
Cait Powell (UMO ’13) has offered her time and talent,
when not doing online tutoring (poor internet connections
permitting), to help fellow students negotiate the bewildering
world of financial aid.
Like everyone else, my world and plans screeched to
a halt in March. This left me with plenty of time to
contemplate my future. I reached the conclusion
that most millennials come to at one point or another: “I think I should go to grad-school.” However,
the path forward seems a bit fuzzy especially when
it comes to covering costs. I will feel more confident
moving forward when I have a good plan of action
but the question is: “where do I start?”
I graduated from college seven years ago, so any
guidance I may have received at the beginning of
my college career is a distant memory. I wish that
there was someone that I could turn to for advice on
navigating the mires of financial aid, loans, and
scholarships. I think it would be incredibly valuable
if the Brooksville Education Foundation could provide such guidance. Since it doesn’t currently, I
contacted Mike McMillen and offered to lay the
groundwork of a financial aid knowledge base for
BEF based on my own search.
As I’m interested in going to grad-school abroad,
my research will focus on grad-school assistance in
general, and specifically using financial aid abroad.
As I work through the process, I’d like to leave a trail
of crumbs behind, a general refresher course, if you
will, for those of us who have been out of school for
a bit and are looking to return.
Hopefully, other students will subsequently build on
what I am able to start. If anyone has recent experience that they’d like to share, please get in touch
with me via email: caitlinbpowell@gmail.com.
My goal is to create a page on the BEF website
(brooksvilleeducationfoundation.org) listing scholarship sources, as well as advice on looking for them,
and a general road map for the whole process.
Making decisions on financial aid is uncharted territory for most students. After all, it isn’t something
we do every day. Drawing on information we are
able to unearth through this project, BEF volunteers
someday may be able to help students better navigate the wide world of education funding,

FINANCIAL REPORT
FOR PERIOD OCTOBER 1, 2019 TO SEPTEMBER 30, 2020
David Ludlow, Treasurer - Data from Maine Community Foundation

BROOKSVILLE EDUCATION FOUNDATION FUNDS @ MAINE COMMUNITY FOUNDATION
(BAFF/BASF)

MARYANNE SNOW BATES EDUCATION FUND & MARYANNE SNOW BATES SCHOLARSHIP FUND

(COND) 		

ISABEL GRINDLE CONDON SCHOLARSHIP FUND

(PACS) 		

PHYLLIS AMES COX SCHOLARSHIP FUND

(FAYE) 		

FAYE AUSTIN COSENTINO SCHOLARSHIP FUND

(FGFS) 		

FIRST GENERATION SCHOLARSHIP FUND

FINANCIAL
PERIOD OCTOBER
(BACF)
		 REPORT FOR
CHILDREN'S
FUND1, 2019 TO SEPTEMBER 30, 2020
David Ludlow, Treasurer - Data from Maine Community Foundation

(DYEF) 		

D.ELWIN AND EVELYN DYER FAMILY MEMORIAL FUND

BROOKSVILLE EDUCATION FOUNDATION FUNDS @ Maine Community Foundation
(MIKE)
		 SNOW BATES
MICHAEL
MCMILLEN,
JR. SCHOLARSHIP FUND
MARYANNE
FOUNDATION
(BAFF/BASF)
ISABEL GRINDLE CONDON SCHOLARSHIP FUND (COND)
PHYLLIS AMES COX SCHOLARSHIP FUND (PACS)
FAYE AUSTIN CONSENTINO SCHOLARSHIP FUND (FAYE)
FIRST GENERATION SCHOLARSHIP FUND (FGFS)
CHILDREN'S FUND (BACF)
D.ELWIN AND EVELYN DYER FAMILY MEMORIAL FUND (DYEF)
MICHAEL N. MCMILLEN SCHOLARSHIP FUND (MIKE)

BAFF/BASF COND
PACS
FAYE
FGFS
BACF
DYEF
MIKE
TOTALS
Fund Balance as of 9/30/19
$ 441,418 $ 105,832 $ 386,534 $ 131,496 $ 51,874 $ 19,692 $ 15,387 $ 38,394 $ 1,190,627
Support and Revenues
$
Contributions Received
$24,247
$10,740
$12,856
$250
$2,350
$100
$265
$21,227 $
72,035
Gain/Loss on Investments
$6,986
$1,711
$6,816
$2,367
$1,044
$330
$293
$429 $
19,976
Investment Income
$2,204
$474
$1,664
$557
$212
$102
$61
$210 $
5,484
Investment Management Fees
$2,057
$582
$2,000
$665
$252
$136
$71
$274 $
6,037
Interfund Transfer
-$7,000
$5,000
$10,000
$2,000
$
10,000
Other Revenues/Grant Refunds
$1,288
$
1,288
Total
$25,668
$12,343
$19,336
$2,509
$8,354
$10,396
$2,548
$21,592
$102,746
Distributions
Grants & Scholarships
$25,000
$5,000
$17,500
$5,000
$6,000
$0
$2,500
$5,000 $
66,000
Administrative Expenses (1)
$1,831
$
1,831
MCF Fee
$5,692
$1,659
$5,714
$1,902
$725
$304
$209
$772 $
16,977
Total
$32,523
$6,659
$23,214
$6,902
$6,725
$304
$2,709
$5,772 $
84,808
Fund Balance as of 9/30/20
$
Investments, Fair Value
$434,563 $111,516
$382,656 $127,103
$53,503
$29,784 $15,226
$54,214 $1,208,565
Grants/Scholarships Payable (2)
$20,000
$2,500
$17,500
$0
$7,000
$0
$2,500
$0 $
49,500
(1) Printing and mailing of annual newsletter/appeal
(2) Reflects pending scholarship awards approved by Trustees in July 2020 for disbursement later in the year - some in September, most in December.
Except
for cash
forannual
pending
distributions fund balances are invested in the Primary Investment Portfolio of the Maine Community Foundation.
(1)
Printing
andrequired
mailing of
newsletter/appeal
(2) Reflects pending scholarship awards approved by Trustees in July 2020 for disbursement later in the year - some in September, most in December.
Except for cash required for pending distributions fund balances are invested in the Primary Investment Portfolio of the Maine Community Foundation.

BROOKSVILLE EDUCATION
FOUNDATION CONTRIBUTORS:
The Foundation wishes to thank
the following individuals, families,
organizations and businesses.
Anonymous (3)
Norman & Maryann Alt		
Brent & Kathryn Andrews (A)
Nicole Bakeman (A)
Robert & Helen Bakeman (A)
Peter & Vicki Bartholow
George & Roberta Bell		
Edward Black			
Melvin Blake (T)(A)		
Bayard & Kerry Brokaw		
Linda & Richard Brownell, Jr.
Eben & Tara Colby		
Douglas & Posie Cowan		
Eliot Coleman & Barbara Damrosch
Gretchen Cherington & Michael O’Leary
Julie Cleveland & Robert Gallway
Charles & Diana Coit
Donald & Brenda Condon (A)
Gloria & David Coomer, II
Judy & Archibald Cox, Jr.
Phyllis Cox
Sarah Cox
Susan & Michael Cranmer
Ernest Cravalho		
Allan & Linda Currie			
Joseph Devlin, Sr.
Martha & Russell Dischinger		
Anne Dzamba & Ronald Miller
Elizabeth Eaton		
Liann & Andrew Eden		
Howard Evans & Vicki Cohn Pollard
Eysenbach Family			
John & Jean Eysenbach		
Anthony & Ann Ferrara
Robert Fisher & Barbara Kourajian
Alida Fish & Stephen Tanis
Maynard Forbes			
Michael & Cathy Fowler (T)		
Monique Fowler 			
Matthew Freedman & Kathleen Caldwell (A)
John & Barbara Ganem		
Bertrand Garcia-Moreno & Amanda Malcolm
Ronald & Evans Garber		
Paul & Suzanne Griffin			
Donn & Linda Gifford			
Peter & Barbara Gill			
Henry Goodman			
John Gray & Carol Skogland		
Fayal Greene & David Sharpe
Bruce & Linette Grindal		
Annie Guppy & David Zachow
Jonathon Hall & Elizabeth Hill
Jonathan Hallstrom & Erica Eysenbach
Mr. and Mrs. William A. Hand

David & Susan Harari		
Julie & William Hardt, III
Melissa Hart & Kevin Traskos		
Marilyn Heineman		
Wayne Hutchins & Ruth Clapp
Jeremy Jackson & Nancy Knowlton
Martha Jordan & Michael Maynard
John & Joanne Kimball		
Eduard Kleiner			
Judith Knight			
Robert & Lucia Knight
Barron & Nancy Krody
Basil & Gail Ladd		
Barbara LaPine			
Robert & Joyce Leck		
Stephen & Linda Lindsay		
Sally Littlefield			
Keith & Kathy Longson
William Loomis & Leslie Becker
David & Deborah Venno Ludlow (T)(A)
Andrew MacArthur & Millie Perry
Binnie MacArthur			
Marjorie MacArthur		
Stephen & Susan Ann MacArthur (A)
William & Luz MacArthur
Joan MacCracken & Robert Holmberg
Jane C. MacElree Family Foundation
Jerry and Liz Mansfield		
Hugh McCall & Gary Freeman		
Sally & Sean McGuigan		
Michael & Abbie McMillen (T)
John Montana & Kristin Murphy
Laurence Morgan		
Phillip & Carol Neal		
Peter & Linda Nelson		
Paul & Rebecca Nemser		
Marilyn Norcini & Philip Chase
Bruce Norelius			
Richard & Lorna Nutt			
Philip & Lydia Osgood
Our Lady of the Evergreens Summer Chapel (T)
Daniel & Nancy Paduano		
Gail Page & Robert Shetterly
Lewis & Clare Hudson Payne
Jane & Wallace Palmer, Jr.		
Clara Parkes & Clare Potter
Frank & Tonyia Peasley (T)
Freida L. Peasley			
Gregory & Katherine Peasley		
Meredith Penfield			
Nicholas Penfield		
Michael & Rosemary Pierce		
Darene & John Powell (T) (A)
Lauren & Michael Prior		
Monalee Pritchard			
Charles Rich & Joy Bernstein		
Phillip & Elizabeth Ryan		
Jean Sandecki		
Mr. and Mrs. William Satterthwaite
Mr. and Mrs. William R. Schmitt
Vincent Schwenk & Linda Loretto

Theodore & Sandie Silver
Janet Simpson			
Lecain Smith & Shelia A. Moir
Sandra & Robert Smith, Jr.
Bruce Stahnke & Erlynne Kitagawa (A)
Kurt & Verena Stoll (T) (A)		
Ronald & Nancy Stoller
Alan & Jacqueline Stuart
Deborah Thomson			
Donald Thurston		
Scott & Joann Thurston
Jon & & Carol Tomson		
Adin & Heather Tooker
Marc Tucker & Kathleen Bonk
Marjorie Valdes			
Charles Walker		
Wanamaker/Raphael
Sylvia & Horace Wardwell, Jr.
Mary & Edward Wendell, Jr.		
Michael & Debbie White		
Thomas Whittier & Christine Hedges
Sylvia Wilder & Leigh A. Norwood

Donations received in memory of the following
Helen Blake
Carl & Susan Chase				
Phyllis Ames Cox			
James Devlin		
Josephine Fowler		
Rayanne Kleiner			
James Littlefield			
Dora Meltreder			
Linda Rich			
Dorothy Smith & Charlie Pritchard

Donations received in honor of the following
Phyllis Ames Cox
Sarah Cox
Franklin & Polly Eaton			
Harriet Hand Morgan			
Katie Solter			
Bill Tomkins

(T) Indicates a trustee, trustee family,
or affiliated organization
(A) Indicates alumni or alumni family
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